"I'M IN A HURRY (AND DON'T KNOW WHY)"

RECORD: "I'm In A Hurry (And Don't Know Why)" by Alabama  
Intermediate  
RCA 62336-7  
Country

CHOREO: Kelli McChesney  
TIME: 2:48

INTRO: Wait (32) beats / Start with LEFT foot

=======================================

PART A  (32 BEATS):
(4) "SLAPBACKS" --- DT(B) STEP
   L    L
(1) "SAMANTHA" --- DS DS(XIF) DRAG STEP DRAG STEP (turn ½ left)
   L    R   R   L    L    R
   RS DS DS RS
   LR L    R    LR

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT

=======================================

CHORUS  (32 BEATS):
(2) "TRAVELING SHOES" --- DS DT(UP) DT(UP) DT(UP) (angle left
   L    R   R    R    R    and right)
   L    RL
(4) "BASICS" --- DS RS (turn 360º left)
   L    RL
(1) "ERIC" --- DS(XIB) RS RS RS H-T STEP T-H STEP RS RS
   L    RL RL RL R    L    R    L    RL RL RL
(1) "SCOTTY" --- DT(XIF) DT(OTS) TCH BNC(APART) BNC(TOG)
   R    R    R    BOTH BOTH
(1) "TRIPLE" --- DS DS DS RS
   R    L    R    LR

(1) REPEAT PART A
(1) REPEAT CHORUS
(1) ADD 2 TRIPLES

=======================================

PART B  (32 BEATS):
(4) "ROCKING CHAIR" --- DS BR(UP)(turn ¼ left) DS RS
   L    R    R    LR
   (NOTE: On 4th, do: DS BR(UP) DS DS)
   L    R    R    L

(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS USING OPPOSITE FOOTWORK --
    TURNING RIGHT

=======================================
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"I'M IN A HURRY (AND DON'T KNOW WHY)" (CONT'D)
==================================================================
BREAK (32 BEATS):
(1) "CLOGOVER VINE" --- DS DS(XIF) DS(OTS) DS(XIB) DS(OTS)
   L R L R L
   DS(XIF) DS RS
   R L RL
(1) "CHAIN" --- DS RS RS RS (turn ½ right)
   R LR LR LR
(2) "BASICS"
(1) REPEAT ABOVE (16) BEATS TO FACE FRONT
==================================================================
(3) REPEAT CHORUS*
(1) REPEAT CHORUS**
==================================================================
* --- (turn ¾ left on the 4 basics)
** --- (turn ¾ on the 4 basics, and replace triple with: DS DS DS TCH(IF))
   R L R L
==================================================================
SEQUENCE:  Wait 32, A, CHORUS, A, CHORUS, Add 2 Triples, B, BREAK,
          CHORUS*, CHORUS*, CHORUS*, CHORUS**.
==================================================================
ABBREVIATIONS:
   DT -- double toe   BR -- brush
   DS -- double step   B -- back
   RS -- rock step   XIF -- cross in front
   H-T -- heel-toe   XIB -- cross in back
   T-H -- toe-heel   OTS -- out to side
   TCH -- touch   TOG -- together
   BNC -- bounce   IF -- in front
==================================================================

Smile
Kelli McChesney
danceaddict@windstream.net
http://www.afn.org/~kelli/
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